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1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this note is to discuss the solutions which are T-periodic with
respect to t of the damped wave equation
2u
t2
=2X u+
2u
Y 2
&;
u
t
&:u+g(t, X, Y, u), (1)
when : and ; are positive constants, g is an appropriate smooth function,
and (X, Y ) is a generic point of the ‘‘thin domain’’ Q= 0_(0, =)/RN+1.
Here 0 is a C2-smooth bounded domain in RN and = is a small parameter.
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We will study the partial differential equation (1) when it is supplemented
by the Neumann boundary condition
u
&=
=0 on Q= . (2)
Our interest will be in the existence of T-periodic solutions when g is
T-periodic with respect to t. We will assume that an appropriate ‘‘reduced’’
problem at ==0 in the domain 0 admits an isolated T-periodic solution,
and give conditions under which this solution continues to the problem
(1)(2) in Q= . Our method will be that of the topological degree for
compact nonlinear operators. The application of the degree method is non-
trivial because of the singularly perturbed nature of the problem (1)(2).
The properties of the attractor A= defined by problem (1) has been
considered by Hale and Raugel [5], when g does not depend on t, under
Neumann and other boundary conditions. They are able to prove deep
results concerning semicontinuity of A= as =  0. In other papers, Hale and
Raugel have given semicontinuity results for attractors in a broad range of
problems defined on thin domains (e.g., [6], [7], [12]). See also Ciuperca
[2], [3] for other results.
We will prove our results under the following hypotheses on the function
g. First of all, g is assumed to be of class C1 jointly in all its variables, and
to be T-periodic in t: g(t+T, X, Y, u)#g(t, X, Y, u). Second, g satisfies the
estimates (see lines (10)(12) below)
| gX (t, X, Y, u)|a(1+|u|%+1)
| gY (t, X, Y, u)|a(1+|u|%+1)
| gu(t, X, Y, u)|a(1+|u|%)
for all values of its arguments t, X, Y, u. Here a is a suitable constant, and
% # [0, ) if N=1, % # [0, 2(N&1)) if N>1.
We note explicitly that the growth rate % is strictly less than the critical
value 2(N&1). This is because our methods require the validity of a
Sobolev-type compact embedding result which is true only for %<2
(N&1). If %=2(N&1), it is conceivable that one can study the existence
of T-periodic solutions of problem (1)+(2) in Q= by using the theory of
:-contractive semigroups. This question is currently under study. (We wish
to thank the referee for the reference to the paper [1]).
We will make free use of the methods developed by Hale and Raugel in
[5], and supplement them with those of the topological degree. Our
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results are not strictly comparable with theirs because we study only peri-
odic solutions. The maximal attractor may of course have a complicated
structure.
The note is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate and prove
our main result. In Section 3 we illustrate it with an example.
2. THE MAIN RESULT
We proceed to study the problem (1)(2) together with the limiting
problem obtained in the following way by setting ==0. Write [5]
X=x, Y==y.
Then equation (1) becomes
2u
t2
=2xu+
1
=2
2u
y2
&;
u
t
&:u+g(t, x, =y, u), (3)
and boundary condition (2) takes the form
u
&
=0 on Q, (4)
where Q=0_(0, 1) and & denotes the outward unit normal vector to Q.
We suppose that 0 is a C 2-smooth domain, although our results could be
proved if 0 is C1 smooth at corners. (For this, one would use the methods
developed in [5].)
Following [5], we introduce the following Banach spaces when =>0.
Let X 1= be the space H
1(Q) with the norm
\&u&21Q+ 1=2 "
u
y"
2
0Q+
12
.
Here and below, & }&0Q denotes the norm in L2(Q), and & }&jQ that in
H j (Q), j=1, 2, ... Further, let X 2= be the space
H2(Q) & {u # H2(Q) } u&=0 in Q=
with the norm
\&u&22Q+ 1=2 "
u
y"
2
0Q
+
1
=2
:
N
i=1 "
2u
xi y"
2
0Q
+
1
=4 "
2u
y2"
2
0Q+
12
.
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Let U=(t) be the semigroup generated by the system of linear equations
u
t
=v
(5)
v
t
=2xu+
1
=2
2u
y2
&;v&:u
with the boundary condition (4). It is known [5, 7] that this semigroup is
defined and C0 in the space
Y 1= ] X
1
=_X
0
= % (u, v).
Here we have written X 0= for L
2(Q). In the somewhat more general problem
considered in [5], this space is defined in another way which is, however,
in our situation equivalent to the space Y 1= as we have defined it.
The semigroup U=(t) is also defined and of class C0 in
Y 2= = X
2
=_X
1
= % (u, v).
In both spaces, Y 1= and Y
2
= , one has the exponential estimate [5]
&U=(t)&Y j=  Y j=ce
&#t ( j=1, 2), (6)
where c and # are positive constants independent of =.
We will need the following basic estimates (7)(9); see [5, Lemma 3.1],
[5, Lemma 4.1] for the proofs. If u # L2(Q), define its projection
(Pu)(x)=|
1
0
u(x, y ) dy,
so that P maps L2(Q) to L2(0). We have
&Pu& j, Q&u& j, Q u # H j (Q), j=0, 1, 2. (7)
Furthermore
&u&Pu&X =0c= &u&X =1 , (8)
where we recall that X 0= =L
2(Q). Finally, if u # H2(Q) and
(uy)(x, 0)=0, we have [5, p. 198]
&u&Pu&X =0+= &u&Pu&X =1c=
2 &u&X =2 . (9)
As above c denotes a positive constant independent of =.
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Next we discuss conditions on the function g. Our purpose is to study
T-periodic solutions of the problem defined by (3) and (4). So we require
that g be T-periodic with respect to t. We further assume that
g: R_0_[0, =0)_R  R is of class C 1 jointly in the variables t, x, Y and
u for some =0>0, and that its derivatives satisfy the following estimates:
| gx(t, x, Y, u)|a(1+|u|%+1) (10)
| gY (t, x, Y, u)|a(1+|u|%+1) (11)
| gu(t, x, Y, u)|a(1+|u|%). (12)
Here a is a positive constant, and % is determined as follows: % # [0, )
if N=1, and % # [0, (2(N&1))) for values N2. (Recall that dim Q=
N+1).
Let us discuss in more detail the concept of ‘‘T-periodic solution’’ which
we will use below. Let CT (Y 1= ) be the space of all continuous, T-periodic
functions from R into Y 1= with the usual norm:
&w&= sup
0tT
&w(t)&Y=1 .
(In general, if E is a Banach space, we will use CT (E) to denote the
space of continuous, T-periodic mappings w: R  E with the norm &w&=
sup0tT &w(t)&E .) Define the following mapping F= on CT (Y 1= ):
F=(w)(t)=U=(t)(I&U=(T))&1 |
T
0
U=(T&s) f=(w)(s) ds
+|
t
0
U=(t&s) f=(w)(s) ds. (13)
Here we have written w(t)=( u(t)v(t) ) # Y
1
= , and also
f=(w)(t, x, y)=\ 0g(t, x, =y, u(t, x, y)) + (14)
for the Nemytski operator generated by ( 0g). (We have abused notation; we
should write f=(w)(t)(x, y) in the right-hand side of (14)). It follows from
estimate (6) with j=1 that the right-hand side of (13) is well-defined. We
will see in a minute that F= actually maps CT (Y 1= ) into itself.
Definition 1. By a ‘‘T-periodic solution of the problem (3)(4),’’ we
will mean a fixed point of the map F= .
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The question of the exact relation between the set of fixed points of F=
and the set of T-periodic distributional solutions of (3)(4) has been
studied in [10, 11]. It is known that a fixed point of F= is always a T-peri-
odic distributional solution of (3)(4).
We study the compactness properties of the operator F= . From the
estimate (12), we have
| g(t, x, Y, u)|a~ (1+|u|%+1).
For each =>0, there is a nonlinear Nemytski operator .= on CT (L p(Q)),
generated by g in the following way:
.=(u)(t, x, y)=g(t, x, =y, u(t, x, y)). (15)
We choose p2(%+1) if N=1, p # [2(%+1), (2N+2)(N&1)) if N2.
Then .= is well-defined on CT (L p(Q)), has values in CT (L2(Q)), is
continuous, and is differentiable at each point u # CT(L p(Q)). Moreover, if
&u&CT (L p (Q))R, then
&.$=, u(u)&CT (L 2(Q))c( p, R), (16)
where as indicated the constant depends on p and R (but not on =). See
[10].
From the embedding theorem of S. L. Sobolev one has that, for each
fixed =>0, the map
.= : CT (X 1= )  CT (L
2(Q))
is well defined, satisfies a Lipschitz condition on every bounded set
M/CT (X 1= ), and
.
0tT
[.=(u)(t) | u # M]/L2(Q)
is relatively compact. It follows that, for each =>0, the operator F= given
by (13) maps CT(Y 1= ) into itself and is compact (completely continuous).
Thus we can hope to study the fixed points of F= by using the theory of the
topological degree for compact operators.
The observations just made also show that the operator f= : w=
( uv)  (
0
.= (u)
) maps CT (Y 1= ) into itself.
Next we consider the semigroup U0(t) (t0) generated by the equations
u
t
=v
(17)
v
t
=2xu&;v&:u
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with the Neumann boundary condition
u
&
=0 in 0, (18)
where & is the unit outward normal to 0. Let ( u0v0) be an element of
H1(0)_L2(0). Then U0(t)( u0v0) is in H
1(0)_L2(0), and one has the
estimate
&U0(t)&H 1(0)_L 2(0)  H 1(0)_L 2(0)ce&#t, (19)
where c and # are positive constants.
For each fixed =>0, one has a natural inclusion i: 0  Q defined by
x  (x, 0). The maps i induces an inclusion J: H1(0)_L2(0)  Y 1= via the
formula J (u, v)(x, y)=(u(x), v(x)) for each (x, y) # 0_(0, 1). The map J
is an isometry, and hence we can identify U0(t)(t)( u0v0) with the element
JU0(t)( u0v0) of Y
1
= .
It is convenient to introduce some notation at this point. Denote by
J= : CT (Y 1= )  CT (Y
1
= ) the operator defined as
J=w(t)=U=(t)(I&U=(T ))&1 |
T
0
U=(T&s) w(s) ds+|
t
0
U=(t&s) w(s) ds.
Furthermore, let f= : CT (Y 1= )  CT (Y
1
= ) be the compact operator defined by
(14). Then the map F= defined in (13) can be written as
F=( w)=J= f=(w).
We also define an operator J0 acting on CT (H1(0)_L2(0)) as
J0 w0(t)=U0(t)(I&U0(T ))&1 |
T
0
U0(T&s) w0(s) ds+|
t
0
U0(t&s) w0(s) ds.
Finally, we define the projection matrix
P=\P0
0
P+ ,
which maps CT (Y 1= ) to CT (H
1(0)_L2(0)) if interpreted in the obvious
way.
With this notation, we define the operator F 0= by
F 0= (w)=JJ0P f=(w), (20)
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which we can and will view as a map from CT(Y 1= ) to itself. The complete
continuity of this operator follows from the inequality (7). We note that the
points in the image of the map F 0= belong to JCT (H
1(0)_L2(0)), where
the notation has the obvious meaning. Thus by the restriction theorem
[10] we have
indCT (Y=1 )(F
0
= , U)=indJCT (H 1(0)_L2(0))(F
0
= , U & JCT (H
1(0)_L2(0)))
(21)
for each open set U/CT (Y 1= ) with the property that F
0
= has no fixed points
in U. (We recall that the index ‘‘ind’’ of a map F is related to the topo-
logical degree ‘‘deg’’ via the formula ind(F, U)=deg(I&F, U)).
Let us remark that, if V is a bounded set in CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) and if
w=( uv) # V, then
P.=(u)(t) wwww
L2 (0)
=  0
.0(u)(t), (22)
where .0(u)(t, x)=g(t, x, 0, u(t, x)), and where here and below we use the
double arrow to indicate uniform convergence (in this case with respect to
t # [0, T ] and with respect to u # V1 ] [u # H1(0): there exists v # L2(0)
such that (u, v) # V]).
To prove (22), we fix p2(%+1) if N=1, p # [2(%+1), (2N+2)(N&1))
if N2. Observe that, if w # V and 0tT, then u(t) # K where
K/L p(0) is a fixed compact set. We therefore have
+[x | |u(t, x)|k] wwwwwwk  + 0, (23)
where + denotes Lebesgue measure on 0 and the uniformity is with respect
to t # [0, T ] and u # V1 . Define 0k=[x # 0 | there exists t # [0, T ] and
u # V1 such that |u(t, x)|k]. We have
|
0 }g(t, x, 0, u(t, x))&|
1
0
g(t, x, =y, u(t, x)) dy }
2
dx
|
0&0k } |
1
0
[ g(t, x, 0, u(t, x))&g(t, x, =y, u(t, x))] dy }
2
dx
+|
0k } |
1
0
[ g(t, x, 0, u(t, x))&g(t, x, =y, u(t, x))] dy }
2
dx.
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The first integral tends to zero as =  0 because g is uniformly continuous
on the set
[0, T ]_0 _[0, 1]_[&k, k].
The second tends to zero as =  0 by choice of p and the convergence (23).
This proves (22).
We will use the convergence (22) to study the operator F0 defined by the
formula
F0(w0)(t)=U0(t)(I&U0(T))&1 |
T
0
U0(T&s) \ 0.0(u0)(s)+ ds
+|
t
0
U0(t&s) \ 0.0(u0)(s)+ ds
for w0=( u0v0) # CT (H
1(0)_L2(0)). Using the notation introduced above we
can also write
F0(w0)=J0 f0(w0),
where f0(w0)=( 0.0 (u0)) and .0(u0)(t, x)=g(t, x, 0, u0(t, x)).
Proposition 1. Let V/CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) be a bounded open set. If
F0 has no fixed points on the boundary of V, then for sufficiently small =>0
the operators F 0= and JF0P are homotopic on JV (i.e., there is a homotopy
between them which is fixed-point free on JV).
Proof. Observe that (JV)JCT (H 1(0)_L 2(0))=J[(V)CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) ].
We view F0 as an operator on JCT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) and identify V with
its image JV in JCT (H1(0)_L2(0)).
Then F0 has no fixed points on V and so, by compactness, there is a
constant &>0 such that
&w&F0(w)&CT (H1(0)_L2(0))>& if w # V#(PJV). (24)
Now, using (22) and the exponential bound (19) on U0(t), we have
&F 0= Jw&F0w&CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) wwww=  0 0,
where the uniformity is with respect to w # V. Therefore
&Jw&JF0PJw&*(F 0= Jw&JF0PJw)&JCT (H 1(0)_L2(0))&2
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for each w # V, if = is sufficiently small. So (1&*) JF0P+*F 0= , (0*1)
is a homotopy on JV with no fixed points on J (V). This completes the
proof of Proposition 1. K
Remark 1. If Z is a subset of a Banach space E, we let Br(Z) denote
the ‘‘ball’’ of radius r about Z, that is
Br(Z)=[w # E | dist(w, Z)<r],
where as usual dist(w, z)=inf[&w&z&E | z # Z]. We make the simple but
important observation that, if F : E  E is a completely continuous
operator, and if F has no fixed points on the boundary Z of a bounded
open set Z/E, then for sufficiently small r>0, F has no fixed points on
the boundary Br(Z) of Br(Z), and
indE (F, Z)=indE (F, Br(Z)).
Proposition 2. Suppose the hypotheses of Proposition 1 are satisfied.
Then there exists r0>0 such that, if 0<rr0 ,
indJCT (H1(0)_L2(0))(F
0
= , Br(JV ) & JCT (H
1(0)_L2(0)))
=indJCT (H 1(0)_L2(0))(JF0P, JV).
Proof. We first remark that the inequality (24) is satisfied if w #
P[Br(JV) & JCT (H1(0)_L2(0))], if r is sufficiently small. Hence we
can apply Proposition 1 to the set
Br(V)=[w # CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) | dist(w, V )<r]
and use Remark 1, the relation (21), and the homotopy invariance of the
degree to complete the proof. K
We now come to a key statement.
Proposition 3. Let V/CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) be a bounded open set such
that F0 has no fixed point on the boundary of V. Then there exists r0>0 such
that to each fixed r # (0, r0 ], there corresponds =r>0 with the property that,
if 0<=<=r , then F= and F 0= are linearly homotopic on Br(JV ). That is, for
each 0*1, (1&*) F=+*F 0= has no fixed point on Br(JV ).
Proof. We first fix r0>0 such that the operator F0=J0 f0 has no fixed
points on the set
P[Br(JV) & JCT (H1(0)_L2(0))], 0rr0 .
The existence of such an r0 follows from our hypotheses.
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Fix r # (0, r0]. Suppose for contradiction that there exist sequences
*n # [0, 1], wn # Br(JV)/Y 1= , and =n>0 such that *n  *0 , =n  0, and
wn=(1&*n) F=n (wn)+*nF
0
=n
(wn),
or using the notation introduced above
wn=(1&*n) J=n f=n(wn)+*n JJ0 P f=n (wn). (25)
Here
wn(t)=\un(t)vn(t)+ ;
we recall that
f=n (wn)(t)=\ 0.=n (un)(t)+ .
A basic observation is the following. Each un lies in CT (X 1=n ), and
moreover the sequence [un] is uniformly bounded in this space for all
=n>0. Choose p2(%+1) if N=1, p # [2(%+1), (2N+2)(N&1)) if
N2. Then the set [un(t) | n1, 0tT] lies in a fixed compact subset
of Lp(Q), and hence there is a fixed compact K/L2(Q) such that
.=n(un)(t) # K (26)
for all n1 and all 0tT.
At this point it is convenient to introduce cutoff functions Xm : R  R,
m=1, 2, ..., with the following properties: Xm # C(R), X$m(u) is uniformly
bounded (say by 3) with respect to m and u, 0Xm(u)1 for all m1 and
all u # R, and
Xm(u)={10
|u|m
|u|m+1.
For each m, n # N, we define the operator
.m=n(u)(t, x, y)=Xm(u(t)(x, y)) g(t, x, =ny, u(t, x, y)).
Then .m=n maps CT (L
p(Q)) to CT (L2(Q)). We will prove that
.m=n(un)&.=n(un)
wwwwww
L2 (Q)
m  
0, (27)
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where the convergence is uniform with respect to n1 and t # [0, T ]. That
is, given $>0, there exists M1 such that, if mM1 , then
&.m=n(un)(t)&.=n(un)(t)&L2 (Q)<$
for all n1 and all 0tT.
To prove (27) we write
|
Q
|.m=n (un)(t, x, y)&.=n(un)(t, x, y)|
2
2 |
Qn
m (t)
| g(t, x, =n y, un(t, x, y))| 2 dx dy
2 |
Qn
m (t)
a~ (1+|un(t, x, y )| 2(%+1)) dx dy,
where we have written Qmn (t)=[(x, y) # Q | |un(t, x, y)|>m] for fixed
t # [0, T ]. Since [un(t) | n1, 0tT] lies in a fixed compact subset of
Lp(Q), we have that
+(Qmn (t)) wwwwwwm   0,
where the uniformity is with respect to n and to t # [0, T ]. Therefore since
p2(%+1)
|
Q n
m (t)
|un(t, x, y )| 2(%+1) dx dy wwwwwwm   0
uniformly with respect to n and t. This proves (27).
We agree to write
f m=n (w)=\ 0.m=n (u)+
if w=( uv) # CT (Y
1
= ). From (27) we have
& f m=n (wn)(t)&f=n(wn)(t)&Y1=n
 0, (28)
where the uniformity is with respect to n1 and t # [0, T ]. We further
define wmn =(
un
m
v n
m) by the relation
wmn =(1&*n) J=n f
m
=n
(wn)+*nJJ0P f m=n (wn). (29)
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Using the estimate (6) with j=1, (28) and the relation (25) for wn , we
obtain
&wn(t)&wmn (t)&Y1=n
wwwwwwm  
0, (30)
where the convergence is uniform with respect to n1 and t # [0, T ].
Let us prove that
& f m=n(wn)&f
m
=n
(wmn )&CT (Y= n1)
wwwwwwn  
0, (31)
where the uniformity is with respect to n1. In fact, relation (30) implies
that there is a fixed compact set K1/Lp(Q) such that
[wn(t)]n1 _ [wmn (t)]n, m1/K1 , 0tT,
and moreover that
&un(t)&umn (t)&Lp(Q)
wwwwwwm  
0,
where the uniformity is with respect to n1 and t # [0, T ].
Now we have
+[(x, y) # Q | |z(x, y)|>k] wwwwwwk   0, (32)
where + denotes Lebesgue measure on Q and the the uniformity is with
respect to z # K1 . We also have
|
Q
|Xm(un(t, x, y)) g(t, x, =n y, un(t, x, y))
&Xm(umn (t, x, y)) g(t, x, =n y, u
m
n (t, x, y))|
2 dx dy
=|
Q&Q n
m (t)
| g(t, x, =n y, un(t, x, y))&g(t, x, =n y, umn (t, x, y))|
2 dx dy
+|
Q n
m (t)
|Xm(un(t, x, y)) g(t, x, =n y, un(t, x, y))
&Xm(umn (t, x, y)) g(t, x, =n y, u
m
n (t, x, y))|
2 dx dy,
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where Qmn (t)=[(x, y) # Q | |un(t, x, y)|>m or |u
m
n (t, x, y)|>m] for a fixed
value of t # [0, T ] and n1, m1. The first term on the right can be
estimated by
|
Q
| g(t, x, =n y, un(t, x, y ))&g(t, x, =n y, umn (t, x, y))|
2 dx dy
and this expression tends to zero as m  , uniformly in n1 and
t # [0, T ], because the operators .=n satisfy the Lipschitz condition (16)
uniformly in n for elements of CT(Lp(Q)) with values in K1 . Using the
relation (32), we find that
+(Qmn (t)) wwwwwwm   0,
where the uniformity is with respect to n1 and t # [0, T ]. Using the
estimate | g(t, x, Y, u)|a~ (1+|u|%+1), we see that the second term on the
right-hand side tends to zero as m  , uniformly in n1 and t # [0, T ].
This proves (31).
Next we remark that f m=n (wn)(t) # Y
2
=n
and is uniformly bounded in n1
and t # [0, T ] for each fixed m1. Hence
& f m=n (wn)(t)&Y 2=nM(m)
for all n1 and t # [0, T ]. Using the estimate (6) with j=2, we get
&U=n(t&s) f
m
=n
(wn)(s)&Y 2=ncM(m) (ts). (33)
It follows from (33) that
&wmn (t)&Y 2=nc1 M(m) (n1, 0tT )
for a constant c1 which does not depend on m. Thus one has
&umn (t)&X 2=nc1M(m) (34)
umn
y
(x, 0)=0 (x # 0). (35)
The latter relation holds because X 2=n=[u # H
2(Q) | u&=0 in Q]; see
[5, p. 187]. Using the inequality (9) we obtain
&umn (t)&Pu
m
n (t)&X 1=n=ncc1M(m) (36)
for all n1 and all 0tT (m fixed).
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Now we use (36) and the Lipschitz condition satisfied by .m=n (see (16))
to conclude that
&.m=n (u
m
n )(t)&.
m
=n
(Pumn )(t)&L 2 (Q) wwwwwwn   0, (37)
where the uniformity holds with respect to t # [0, T ] and m is fixed. The
same holds for .=n , that is
&.=n (u
m
n )(t)&.=n (Pu
m
n )(t)&L2 (Q) wwwwwwn   0, (38)
uniformly in 0tT for fixed m.
Let us now prove that, for fixed m,
(I&P) .m=n (Pu
m
n )(t) wwwwww
L2 (Q)
n  
0 (39)
uniformly in 0tT. Indeed, writing gm(t, x, =y, u)=Xm(u) g(t, x, =y, u),
we have
\|0 |
1
0 } gm(t, x, =ny, Pumn (t, x))&|
1
0
gm(t, x, =nz, Pumn (t, x)) dz }
2
dy dx+
12
\|0 |
1
0
| gm(t, x, =n y, Pumn (t, x))&g
m(t, x, 0, Pumn (t, x))|
2 dy dx+
12
+\|0 |
1
0 } |
1
0
[ gm(t, x, 0, Pumn (t, x))
&gm(t, x, =nz, Pumn (t, x))] dz }
2
dy dx+
12
\|0k |
1
0
| gm(t, x, =n y, Pumn (t, x))&g
m(t, x, 0, Pumn (t, x))|
2 dy dx+
12
+\|0&0k |
1
0
| gm(t, x, =n y, Pumn (t, x))
&gm(t, x, 0, Pumn (t, x))|
2 dy dx+
12
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+\|0k |
1
0 } |
1
0
[ gm(t, x, 0, Pumn (t, x))
&gm(t, x, =nz, Pumn (t, x))] dz }
2
dy dx+
12
+\|0&0k |
1
0 } |
1
0
[ gm(t, x, 0, Pumn (t, x))
&gm(t, x, =nz, Pumn (t, x))] dz }
2
dy dx+
12
.
Here 0k=[x # 0 | there exists n1 and t # [0, T ] such that |Pumn (t, x)|
>k]. Since [Pumn (t) | n1, 0tT] is relatively compact in L
p(0), we
have
+(0k)  0 (k  ),
where the uniformity holds with respect to n1 and t # [0, T ]. So the first
and the third terms in the final expression above tend to zero as k  .
The second and fourth terms tend to zero as n   because g is uniformly
continuous in the set
[0, T ]_0 _[0, 1]_[&k, k].
This finishes the proof of (39).
Let us now rewrite the equality (25) in the form
wmn =(1&*n) J=n ( f=n (wn)&f
m
=n
(wn))+*n JJ0P( f=n (wn)&f
m
=n
(wn))
+(1&*n) J=n f
m
=n
(wn)+*nJJ0P f m=n(wn)+(w
m
n &wn).
If we write
Inm=J=n( f=n(wn)&f
m
=n
(wn))
I nm0 =JJ0P( f=n(wn)&f
m
=n
(wn)),
then this relation takes the form
wmn =(1&*n) J=n f
m
=n
(wn)+*nJJ0 P f m=n(wn)
+(1&*n) I nm+*nI nm0 +(w
m
n &wn). (40)
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From the relation (28) and the estimate (6) with j=1, one has
&I nm&CT (Y1=n)
 0 (41)
&I nm0 &CT (Y 1=n)
 0, (42)
when m  , uniformly in n1. By (7) the projection P is bounded, and
so using (41), (42), and (30) we get
&PInm&CT (H1(0)_L2(0))
 0 (43)
&PI nm0 &CT (H1(0)_L2(0))
 0 (44)
&(I&P) Inm&CT (Y=1=n)
 0 (45)
&(I&P) I nm0 &CT (Y 1=n)#0 (46)
&P(wn&wmn )&CT (Y1=n)
 0 (47)
&(I&P)(wn&wmn )&CT (Y 1=n )
 0, (48)
when m  , where the uniformity in all these relations is with respect to
n1.
Now apply the projection P to the equality (40). Using the fact that P
and U=(t) commute, we obtain
Pwmn =(1&*n) PJ=n Pf
m
=n
(wn)+*nJ0P f m=n(wn)
+(1&*n) PI nm+*nPI nm0 &P(wn&w
m
n ).
Since U=(t)P=U0(t)P, this equality can be rewritten as
Pwmn =(1&*n) J0P f
m
=n
(wn)+*nJ0 P f m=n(wn)
+(1&*n) PI nm+*nPI nm0 &P(wn&w
m
n ),
or
Pwmn =J0P f
m
=n
(wn)+(1&*n) PI nm+*nPI nm0 &P(wn&w
m
n ).
The last equality can be transformed to read
Pwmn =J0P f=n(Pw
m
n )+J0P( f=n(w
m
n )&f=n(Pw
m
n ))
+J0P( f m=n(wn)&f=n(w
m
n ))+(1&*n) PI
nm
+*nPI nm0 &P(wn&w
m
n ). (49)
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We also apply I&P to the equality (40). We obtain
(I&P) wmn =(1&*n)(I&P) J=n(I&P) f
m
=n
(Pwn)
+(1&*n)(I&P) I nm+(I&P)(wmn &wn),
or
(I&P) wmn =(1&*n)(I&P) J=n(I&P) f
m
=n
(wmn )
+(1&*n)(I&P) J=n(I&P)( f
m
=n
(wn)&f m=n(w
m
n ))
+(1&*n)(I&P) I nm+(I&P)(wmn &wn),
or finally
(I&P)wmn =(1&*n)(I&P) J=n(I&P) f
m
=n
(Pwmn )
+(1&*n)(I&P) J=n(I&P)( f
m
=n
(wmn )&f
m
=n
(Pwmn ))
+(1&*n)(I&P) J=n(I&P)( f
m
=n
(wn)&f m=n(w
m
n ))
+(1&*n)(I&P) I nm+(I&P)(wmn &wn). (50)
In this way, we have replaced the relation (40) with the two relations
(49), (50). These equalities hold for all n1 and m1. We pick a sub-
sequence [w~ q | q1] of the set [wmn | n1, m1] in the following way.
First, fix n1=m1=1. Supposing that mq and nq have been chosen, we pick
mq+1>mq in such a way that
&PI nmq+1&, &PI nmq+10 &, &P(wn&w
mq+1
n )&,
&(I&P) I nmq+1&, &(I&P)(wn&wmq+1n )&,
&(I&P) J=n(I&P)( f
mq+1
=n
(wn)&f mq+1=n (w
mq+1
n )&,
&J0P( f=n(wn)&f=n(w
mq+1
n ))&
are all less than 2&q&1 for all n1. Here the norms are in
CT (H1(0)_L2(0)) resp. CT (Y 1= ) . The existence of such a number mq+1
can be proved as follows. As regards the first five terms, use relations (43),
(44), (47), (45), and (48), respectively. As for the sixth term, we use (31).
For the seventh and final term, we use (28).
Having fixed mq+1 , we choose nq+1>nq in such a way that
&J0P( f=nq+1(w
mq+1
nq+1
)&f=nq+1 (Pw
mq+1
nq+1
))&<2&q&1,
&(I&P) J=nq+1 (I&P)( f
mq+1
=nq+1
(wmq+1nq+1 )&f
mq+1
=nq+1
((Pwmq+1nq+1 ))&<2
&q&1,
&(I&P) J=nq+1 (I&P) f
mq+1
=nq+1
(Pwmq+1nq+1 )&<2
&q&1,
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where the norms are in CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) resp. CT (Y 1= ). The choice of
such an nq+1 is possible because of (37) (for the first two inequalities) and
(39) (for the final inequality).
Now set
w~ q=wmqnq (q1).
From (50) we obtain
&(I&P) w~ q&<5 } 2&q&1. (51)
From (49) we obtain
Pw~ q=J0 P f=nq (Pw~ q)+J0P( f=nq (w~ q)&f=nq (Pw~ q))
+J0P( f=nq (wnq)&f=nq (w~ q))
+(1&*n) PInqmq&(1&*n) PI nqmq0 &P(wnq&w~ q). (52)
The last five terms on the right-hand side tend to zero by the construction
of w~ q and the preceding remarks. The values [Pu~ q | q1] belong to a fixed
compact subset of Lp(0). So by (29), the set [Pw~ q | q1] is relatively
compact in CT (H1(0)_L2(0)), and so there is no loss of generality in
assuming that Pw~ q  w* in CT (H1(0)_L2(0)).
Now use (30), (51), and the fact that wn # JBr(JV ) to see that
w* # Br(V ). Passing to the limit in (52), we obtain
w*=F0(w*)
contrary to the choice of r. This proves Proposition 3. K
We can now formulate our main results.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the equation
2u
t2
=2xu&;
u
t
&:u+g(t, x, 0, u) (x # 0)
with the Neumann boundary condition
u
&
=0 (x # 0)
has an isolated T0-periodic solution u0 defining an element
w0=\u
0
u0t + # CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)),
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with topological index ind(F0 , w0){0. Then for sufficiently small =>0, the
equation (3) with boundary condition (4) has a T=-periodic solution u=, and
"\u
=
u=t+&J \
u0
u0t+"CT (Y =1 ) ww=  0 0.
Proof. The proof follows from Propositions 1, 2, 3, and the homotopy
invariance of the topological degree. K
Theorem 2. Let V/CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) be a bounded open set such
that F0 has no fixed points on V and such that indCT (H 1(0)_L2(0)) (F0 , U)
{0. Then for sufficiently small ={0, there exists a T-periodic solution of
problem (3)(4) in CT (Y 1= ).
Proof. Use Propositions 1, 2, 3 and basic properties of the topological
degree [10]. K
In fact, Theorem 2 can be strengthened as follows. Given r>0, for
sufficiently small =>0 there is a T-periodic solution of problem (3)(4) in
Br(JV)/Y 1= .
3. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
We consider an example which is intended on the one hand to illustrate
the content of our results and on the other to show more clearly that they
are not comparable with those of Hale and Raugel [5].
Let us study the equation (1) with boundary condition (2) when the
nonlinear term g has the form
g(t, x, Y, u)=(u)+e(t, x, Y )+h(Y, u). (53)
In order to satisfy the conditions (10)(12), we require that the functions
, e, h be of class C 1, and that
|$(u)|a(1+|u|%)
|hu(Y, u)|a(1+|u|%)
|hY (Y, u)|a(1+|u|%+1)
|ex(t, x, Y )|a(1+|u|%+1)
|eY (t, x, Y )|a(1+|u|%+1),
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where % is chosen as in Section 2 and a is constant. We suppose that e is
T-periodic with respect to t
e(t+T, x, Y )=e(t, x, Y )
for all values of (t, x, Y ). Further, we suppose that
lim sup
u  
(u)
u
0 (54)
and
h(0, u)#0.
We make no further hypothesis on h if Y{0.
We make use of the Lyapounov function introduced by Hale and Raugel
in [5] to study the following one-parameter family of Neumann problems
on 0,
2u
t2
=2xu&;
u
t
&:u+*(u)+e(t, x, 0), (56)
with the boundary condition
u
&
=0 on 0. (57)
Here * takes values in the interval [0, 1]. The Lyapounov function is
defined for each fixed * as follows. Let *1, 0>0 be the lowest eigenvalue of
the generator A0 of the semigroup U0(t) defined by the problem (17)(18).
Define
9(u)=|
u
0
(s) ds,
and let b be a number satisfying
0<b<min {;8 ,
5*1, 0
16;
,
- 5*1, 0
8 = .
Define the function
V*(u, v)= 12 &v&L2(0)+2b (u, v) L2 (0)+
1
2 &u&H1 (0)
+(*9(u), 1) L2 (0)
for ( uv) # H
1(0)_L2(0). Here of course 1 denotes the function which is
identically 1 on 0.
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Reasoning as in [5], we can prove an a priori estimate valid for all
T-periodic solutions of problems (56)*(57). In other words, there exists
a number r>0 which does not depend on * such that the fixed points
of the nonlinear operator F0, * : CT (H 1(0)_L2(0))  CT(H 1(0)_L2(0))
defined by (56)*(57) (see the lines preceding Proposition 1) all lie in the
ball B(0, r) centered at the origin with radius r in CT (H 1(0)_L2(0)).
We agree to write F0 for F0, 1 . The family [F0, *] defines a homotopy
between F0 and F0, 0 which has no fixed points on B(0, r). Furthermore,
writing w=( uv), we have
F0, 0(w)=J0(e),
where J0 is defined in Section 2 and we have abused notation by identifying
e=e(t, x, 0) with the element ( 0e(t)(x)) of CT (H
1(0)_L2(0)) which it
defines.
Thus F0, 0 is an operator whose range is a single point lying off B(0, r).
Hence its topological index with respect to B(0, r) is one. Hence
indCT (H 1(0)_L2(0))(F0 , B(0, r))=1
by the homotopy invariance of the index.
So, we conclude from Theorem 2 that the problem (1)(2) with g as in
(53) admits a T-periodic solution in Y 1= for all small =>0. We note again
the general nature of the function h.
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